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Abstract. Due to the low efficiency of original proxy re-encryption scheme, we propose a proxy re-encryption scheme based on elliptic curve group. Under the computational Diffie-Hellman problem, we demonstrate the new scheme satisfying indistinguishable against adaptively chosen-ciphertext attacks in random oracle model. Proxy
re-encryption scheme based on elliptic curve group does not need to calculate bilinear
pairings. Finally, we give security analysis and make comparison to other schemes to
verify the performance of our scheme.
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1. Introduction. Cloud computing[1-2] is a hot topic in recent years, its aim is to integrate multiple computational entities with low costs into a perfect system. This system
is composed of management of virtual computing, distributed file system, resource scheduling management and safety management control. Building high scalability, large scale,
high availability and low cost cloud computing platform has become the direction of the
current informatization construction. As the most widely used the cloud computing, cloud
storage brings convenience to the users, it also has created the problem of data ownership
and management separation at the same time. When a user uses the cloud computing
environment, it needs to store the data into cloud and rely on the cloud service provider
to process data, which makes the data separate from the user’s control[3-4]. Due to
privacy sensitive information in user data, so it needs proper mechanism to prevent the
data in the cloud from unauthorized access. Ciphertext access control[5] is an important
method to realize user data confidentiality and access control, this method requires that
data are encrypted and stored in the cloud. In order to solve the problem of encrypted
data distributing or sharing, some ciphertext access control methods use key distribution
way, namely the data owner will send encrypted data to authorized users. In this case,
it uses different keys to encrypt data for different access control units, obviously which
can cause data repeated encryption and waste a lot of computation and storage resources.
Another solution requires that the data owner retrieves encrypted data from cloud. After
decrypting the data, it uses the public key of authorized users to re-encrypt data and
sends it to authorized users. Obviously this will bring serious computation and communication overhead to the data owner, so it reduces the overall system efficiency. In cloud
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computing environment, therefore, how to realize the efficient sharing of the encrypted
data is a problem.
Proxy re-encryption technology[6-7] can effectively solve the problem of encrypted data
sharing in cloud computing environment. Data owner will send the encryption key of
specify users to the cloud provider, cloud provider will transfer data ciphertext stored in
the cloud as data ciphertext of specified users, then the specified user uses his own private
key to decrypt the re-encryption ciphertext. In recent years, the proxy re-encryption
method is subsequently proposed. Also there are many proxy re-encryption schemes
based on elliptic curve group.
Zhou[8] proposed a new proxy re-encryption pattern, referred to as an identity-based
proxy re-encryption version 2. It allowed an authorized proxy to convert a ciphertext
of an identity-based broadcast encryption scheme into a ciphertext of an identity-based
encryption scheme. Deepa[9] described a key generation mechanism using Elliptic Curves.
The generated key could be used as a symmetric key. The key was constituted by the
contribution from all the legitimate users so that the revocation mechanism could be
simplified, but at the expense of communication overhead. Chavan[10] presented a new
intermediary proxy re-encryption technique. He foresaw that quick and secure reencryption would turn out to be progressively famous as a technique for overseeing scrambled
document frameworks and he displayed new re-encryption conspires that understood a
more grounded thought of security, and for adding access control to a protected record
system. NU Amin[11] designed and analyzed a proxy promised signcrypion scheme based
on elliptic curve cryptosystem. However, these proxy re-encryption schemes depend on
bilinear pairings computation, so they have a low efficiency.
So we propose a proxy re-encryption scheme based on elliptic curve group without
calculating bilinear pairings. The new system scenario includes eight polynomial time
algorithms. We use two adversary games to explain its security model. Under the computational Diffie-Hellman problem, we demonstrate the new scheme satisfying indistinguishable against adaptively chosen-ciphertext attacks in random oracle model. We also
make comparisons with other latest proxy re-encryption schemes. The followings are the
structures of this paper. In section2, we give some preliminaries. Section3 detailed introduces the new scheme. We give the security analysis in section4. There is a conclusion in
section5.
2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Ellipse curve. In this paper, our scheme is based on ellipse curve group[12-13], and
its security is based on computational Diffie-Hellman problem.
Supposing that Fp is a p element finite field. There are two elements a and b in Fp
satisfying discriminant ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. So ellipse curve can be written as E(Fp )
and it denotes the set of all the points (x, y) and infinity point O meeting Weierstrass
equation y 2 = x3 +ax+b. Namely E(Fp ) = ((x, y)|x, y ∈ Fp and y 2 = x3 + ax + b)∪O.
Obviously, all the points in ellipse curve E(Fp ) consist of commutative group.
3. New scheme and its secure model.
3.1. Definition of new scheme. Proxy re-encryption scheme based on elliptic curve
group is composed of the eight algorithms.
1. Setup algorithm. Input security parameter k, this algorithm generates and outputs main key msk of original ciphertext CA and system parameters set sps. CA
publishes sps and keeps msk.
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2. User-key-generation algorithm. Input sps, this algorithm generates and outputs
private key SKU of user U and public key pkU .
3. Certificate generation algorithm. Input sps, msk, identity IDU of user U and pkU ,
this algorithm generates and outputs certificate CertU of user U and public key pkU .
Generally, CA executes this algorithm.
4. Encryption algorithm. Input sps, plaintext M , identity IDA of data publisher A
and public key pkA , this algorithm generates and outputs original ciphertext CA of
message A. Data publisher executes this algorithm.
5. Re-encryption key generation algorithm. Input sps, identity IDA of data publisher
A, private key SKA , CertA , identity IDA of authorized user and public key pkB ,
this algorithm generates and outputs re-encryption key RKA→B . Data publisher A
executes this algorithm.
6. Re-encryption algorithm. Input sps, original ciphertext CA , re-encryption key RKA→B ,
this algorithm generates and outputs re-encryption ciphertext CB or invalid flag.
Cloud proxy executes this algorithm.
7. Decryption algorithm of original ciphertext. Input sps, original ciphertext CA , IDA ,
SKA and CertA , this algorithm generates and outputs re-encryption plaintext M or
invalid flag. Data publisher executes this algorithm.
8. Decryption algorithm of re-encryption ciphertext. Input sps, re-encryption ciphertext CB , IDA , P KA , IDB , SKB and CertB , this algorithm generates and outputs
re-encryption plaintext M or invalid flag. Authorized user B executes this algorithm.
The above algorithms satisfy the following correctness constraints. If CA = Encryption(
sps, M, IDA , P KA ), then M = Decryption1(sps, M, CA , IDA , SKA , CertA ). If RKA→B =
ReKeyGen(sps, IDA , SKA , CertA , IDB , P KB ) and CB = ReEncryption(sps, CA , RKA→B ,
then M = Decryption2(sps, CB , IDA , P KA , IDB , SKB , CertB ).
3.2. Security model. Security model of proxy re-encryption scheme based on elliptic
curve group includes two different adversary A1 and A2 . Adversary A1 simulates uncertified user, he does not know the main key of system, but he can inquiry any user’s privacy
key and certification. Adversary A2 simulates user with main key, he can generate any
user’s certification and inquiry private key of users except target user. Secure against chosen ciphertext attack[14,15] based on elliptic curve group can be defined by two adversary
games: IND-CCA1 and IND-CCA2.
1. IND-CCA1 game.
(a) Setting system parameters. Challenger simulates algorithm Setup(k) to generate
system main key msk and parameters set sps. Challenger keeps msk and sends
sps to adversary A1 .
(b) The first stage inquiry. In this stage, adversary A1 does the following inquiry.
• User generation inquiry. Challenger maintains a list Luser to record user’s
private key, public key and certification. Initial value of list Luser is zero.
Adversary A1 inputs identity IDU . If list already has corresponding record,
then challenger directly outputs public key P KU of corresponding identity
IDU . Otherwise, challenger produces corresponding private key SKU of
IDU , public key P KU and certification CertU , then it stores the results into
list Luser and outputs public key P KU . For any identity IDU , adversary
must first inquiry IDU , then he can does other oracle inquiries.
• Private key inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity IDU . Challenger acquires
corresponding private key SKU of identity IDU from list Luser and sends it
to adversary A1 .
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• Certification inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity IDU . Challenger acquires
corresponding certification CertU of identity IDU from list Luser and sends
it to adversary A1 .
• Re-encryption key inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity IDA and IDB .
Challenger generates a re-encryption key RKA→B and sends it to adversary
A1 .
• Re-encryption inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity IDA , IDB and original
ciphertext CA . Challenger generates a re-encryption ciphertext CB and sends
it to adversary A1 .
• Decryption inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity IDA and a ciphertext
CU . Challenger decrypts ciphertext CU and sends the decryption result to
adversary A1 .
(c) Challenge stage. Adversary A1 outputs identity IDch and two same length plaintexts (M0 , M1 ) to start challenge. The limit is that adversary A1 never inquiries
corresponding certification of IDch in first stage. Challenger randomly selects
γ ∈ 0, 1 and runs encryption algorithm Encryption(sps, Mλ , IDch , P Kch ) to generate original ciphertext Cch . At last, Cch as challenge ciphertext is sent to
adversary A1 .
(d) The second stage inquiry. It is similar to stage1. The limit is that adversary
A1 cannot inquiry certification of challenge identity IDch . For any identity,
IDU 6= IDch . Adversary A1 cannot do re-encryption key inquiry for (IDch , IDU )
and decryption inquiry for (IDch , Cch ) and (IDder , Cder ). Where Cder is the
output of re-encryption inquiry (IDch , IDder , Cch ).
(e) Guess. Adversary A1 outputs the guess γ 0 of γ. If γ = γ 0 , then adversary A1
wins this game. The advantage of adversary A1 winning game is:
AdvAIN1 D−CCA1 = 2|P r[γ = γ 0 ] − 1/2|.

(1)

2. IND-CCA2 game.
(a) Setting system parameters. Challenger simulates algorithm Setup(k) to generate
system main key msk and parameters set sps. Challenger keeps msk and sends
sps to adversary A2 .
(b) The first stage inquiry. In this stage, adversary A2 does the following inquiry.
• User generation inquiry. Challenger maintains a list Luser to record user’s
private key, public key and certification. Initial value of list Luser is zero.
Adversary A2 inputs identity IDU . If list already has corresponding record,
then challenger directly outputs public key P KU of corresponding identity
IDU . Otherwise, challenger produces corresponding private key SKU of
IDU , public key P KU and certification CertU , then it stores the results into
list Luser and outputs public key P KU .
• Private key inquiry. Adversary A2 inputs identity IDU . Challenger acquires
corresponding private key SKU of identity IDU from list Luser and sends it
to adversary A2 .
• Re-encryption key inquiry. Adversary A2 inputs identity IDA and IDB .
Challenger generates a re-encryption key RKA→B and sends it to adversary
A2 .
• Re-encryption inquiry. Adversary A2 inputs identity IDA , IDB and original
ciphertext CA . Challenger generates a re-encryption ciphertext CB and sends
it to adversary A2 .
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• Decryption inquiry. Adversary A2 inputs identity IDA and a ciphertext
CU . Challenger decrypts ciphertext CU and sends the decryption result to
adversary A2 .
(c) Challenge stage. Adversary A2 outputs identity IDch and two same length plaintexts (M0 , M1 ) to start challenge. The limit is that adversary A2 never inquiries
corresponding certification of IDch in first stage. Challenger randomly selects
γ ∈ 0, 1 and runs encryption algorithm Encryption(sps, Mλ , IDch , P Kch ) to generate original ciphertext Cch of Mγ . At last, Cch as challenge ciphertext is sent
to adversary A2 .
(d) The second stage inquiry. It is similar to stage1. The limit is that adversary A2
cannot inquiry private key of challenge identity IDch . For any identity, IDU 6=
IDch . Adversary A2 cannot do re-encryption key inquiry for (IDch , IDU ) and
decryption inquiry for (IDch , Cch ) and (IDder , Cder ). Where Cder is the output
of re-encryption inquiry (IDch , IDder , Cch ).
(e) Guess. Adversary A2 outputs the guess γ 0 of γ. If γ = γ 0 , then adversary A2
wins this game. The advantage of adversary A2 winning game is:
AdvAIN2 D−CCA2 = 2|P r[γ = γ 0 ] − 1/2|.

(2)

Definition. Chosen-ciphertext security. If there is no any polynomial time adversary
with a non-negligible advantage winning IND-CCA1 game and IND-CCA2 game. Then
this new scheme meets chosen-ciphertext security.
4. Detailed description of proxy re-encryption scheme based on elliptic curve
group.
1. Setup algorithm. Input secure parameter k ∈ Z + , this algorithm generates q order
elliptic curve group G, generator is g. Randomly select α ∈ Zq∗ . Select seven hashing
function H1 : 0, 1∗ × G2 → Zq∗ , H2 : 0, 1∗ × G3 → Zq∗ , H3 : 0, 1∗ × G2 × 0, 1n ×
0, 1l → Zq∗ , H4 : G → 0, 1l , H5 : 0, 1l → 0, 1n , H6 : G × 0, 1l × 0, 1n × G → Zq∗ ,
H7 : 0, 1∗ × 0, 1∗ × G → Zq∗ . Where n ∈ Z + and l ∈ Z + denote random bit string
length in encryption and decryption algorithm respectively. Output system main
key msk = α and sps = (q, G, g, g1 , n, l, H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 , H5 , H6 , H7 ).
2. User key generation algorithm(UserKeyGen). Input sps, this algorithm randomly
selects vU ∈ Zq∗ as user’s private key, namely SKU = vU . Compute public key
pkU = g vU and output private key SKU and public key pkU .
3. Certification generation algorithm. Input (sps, msk, IDU , pkU ), this algorithm randomly selects µU ∈ Zq∗ . Compute pkU1 = g vU and set P KU2 = pkU , P KU =
(pkU1 , P KU2 ). Calculate CertU = µU + α · hU . Where hU = H1 (IDU , P KU ). Output
public key P KU and certification CertU .
4. Encryption algorithm. Input (sps, M, IDA , P KA ). This algorithm computes gA =
0
(g1 )hA P KA1 (P KA2 )hA . Where hA = H1 (IDA , P KA ), h0A = H2 (IDA , P KA , g1 ). Randomly select λ ∈ 0, 1l and compute r = H3 (IDA , P KA , M, λ), C1 = g r , C2 =
λ ⊕ H4 ((gA )r ), C3 = M ⊕ H5 (λ). Randomly select s ∈ Zq∗ , calculate C4 = g s ,
C5 = s + r · H6 (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ). Output original ciphertext CA = (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ).
5. Re-encryption key generation algorithm(ReKeyGen). Input (sps, IDA , SKA , CertA ,
0
IDB , P KB ). This algorithm computes gB = (g1 )hB P KB1 (P KB2 )hB , where hB =
H1 (IDB , P KB ), h0B = H2 (IDB , P KB , g1 ). Compute u = H7 (IDA , IDB , (gB )SKA )
and output re-encryption key RKA→B = u1 (SKA h0A + CertA ),
where h0A = H2 (IDA , P KA , g1 ).
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RKA→B = u1 (SKA h0A + CertA )

(3)

Therefore,
= H6 (IDA , IDB , (P KA2 )

SKB h0B +CertA

)−1 (SKA h0A + CertA ).

(4)

6. Re-encryption algorithm. Input (sps, CA = (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , ), RKA→B ). This
algorithm firstly judges that whether g C5 = C4 (C1 )σ is true. σ = H6 (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ).
If g C5 is false, then ciphertext CA is invalid. Otherwise, it computes C10 = (C1 )RKA→B .
Let C20 = C2 and C30 = C3 . Output re-encryption ciphertext CB = (IDA , C10 , C20 , C30 ).
Therefore,
0

C10 = (C1 )RKA→B = ((g1 )hA (P KA1 )(P KA2 )hA )ru−1 .

(5)

7. Original ciphertext decryption algorithm. Input (sps, CA = (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ), IDA ,
SKA , CertA ). This algorithm firstly judges that whether g C5 = C4 (C1 )σ is true.
σ = H6 (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ). If g C5 is false, then ciphertext CA is invalid. Other0
wise, it computes λ = C2 ⊕ H4 ((C1 )SKA hA +CertA ) and M = C3 ⊕ H5 (λ). Where
h0A = H2 (IDA , P KA), g1 . Verify C1 = g r . If it is true, then output plaintext M .
Otherwise, ciphertext CA is invalid.
8. Re-encryption ciphertext decryption algorithm. Input (sps, CB = (IDA , C10 , C20 , C30 ),
IDB , SKB , CertB , IDA , P KA ).
0
This algorithm computes u = H7 (IDA , IDB , (P KA2 )SKB hB +CertB ), λ = C20 ⊕H4 ((C10 )u )
and M = C30 ⊕ H5 (λ), where h0B = H2 (IDB , P KB , g1 ).
0
Verify C10 = ((g1 )hA P KA1 (P KA2 )hA )ru−1 .
Where hA = H1 (IDA , P KA ), h0A = H2 (IDA , P KA , g1 ), r = H3 (IDA , P KA , M, λ). If
it is true, then output plaintext M . Otherwise, ciphertext CB is invalid.
Because
1.
g C5 = g s+r+σ = g s (g r )σ = C4 (C1 )σ .

(6)

2.
0

0

C2 ⊕ H4 ((C1 )SKA hA +CertA ) = C2 ⊕ H4 ((g r )SKA hA +CertA ) =
C2 ⊕ H4 ((gAr )) = λ ⊕ H4 ((gAr )) ⊕ H4 ((gAr )) = λ.

(7)
(8)

C20 ⊕ H4 ((C10 )u ) = C20 ⊕ H4 (((C1 )RKA→B )u )

(9)

3.
r

0
P KA1 (P KA2 )hA )ru−1
H4 ((gA )r ) = λ.

hA

λ ⊕ H4 ((gA ) ) ⊕ H4 ((g1 )
λ ⊕ H4 ((gA )r ) ⊕

=

(10)
(11)

So our new scheme is right.
5. Security analysis and performance evaluation.
5.1. Security analysis.
Theorem 5.1. In random oracle model, if there is an adversary A1 satisfying chosenciphertext attacks based on proxy re-encryption, its advantage is ε. It does qU user inquiries, qR re-encryption inquiries, qD decryption inquiries, q3 oracle H3 inquiries, q4
oracle H4 inquiries, then there exists an algorithm B with a non-negligible advantage can
solve the CDH problem in G1 .
Proof. Given an algorithm B, a random instance (G, q, g, g a , g b ), algorithm B simulates
IND-CCA1 game to calculate g ab .
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1. System parameter set. B randomly selects an index value θ ∈ [1, qU ]. Let g1 = g a .
B sends (G, q, g, g1 , n, l, H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 , H5 , H6 , H7 ) to adversary A1 , where (H1 H7 )
is random oracle.
2. First stage inquiry. Adversary A1 adaptively does inquiries. Algorithm B does the
following responses.
• H1 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L1 = (IDl , P Kl , h1 ). Original value
of L1 is zero. Adversary A1 inputs (IDl , P Kl ). If (IDl , P Kl , h1 ) has been in
L1 , algorithm B directly outputs h1 for adversary A1 . Otherwise, algorithm B
randomly selects h1 ∈ Zq∗ . It puts (IDl , P Kl , h1 ) into list L1 and outputs h1 to
adversary A1 .
• H2 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L2 = (IDl , P Kl , g1 , h2 ). Original value
of L2 is zero. Adversary A1 inputs (IDl , P Kl , g1 ). If (IDl , P Kl , g1 , h2 ) has been
in L2 , algorithm B directly outputs h2 for adversary A1 . Otherwise, algorithm
B randomly selects h2 ∈ Zq∗ . It puts (IDl , P Kl , g1 , h2 ) into list L2 and outputs
h2 to adversary A1 .
• H3 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L3 = (IDl , P Kl , λ, h3 ). Original value
of L3 is zero. Adversary A1 inputs (IDl , P Kl , M, λ). If (IDl , P Kl , M, λ, h3 )
has been in L3 , algorithm B directly outputs h3 for adversary A1 . Otherwise,
algorithm B randomly selects h3 ∈ Zq∗ . It puts (IDl , P Kl , g1 , λ, h3 ) into list L3
and outputs h3 to adversary A1 .
• H4 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L4 = (S, h4 ). Original value of L4 is
zero. Adversary A1 inputs S. If (S, h4 ) has been in L4 , algorithm B directly
outputs h4 for adversary A1 . Otherwise, algorithm B randomly selects h4 ∈ 0, 1l .
It puts (S, h4 ) into list L4 and outputs h4 to adversary A1 .
• H5 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L5 = (λ, h5 ). Original value of L5
is zero. Adversary A1 inputs λ. If (λ, h5 ) has been in L5 , algorithm B directly
outputs h5 for adversary A1 . Otherwise, algorithm B randomly selects h5 ∈ 0, 1n .
It puts (λ, h5 ) into list L5 and outputs h5 to adversary A1 .
• H6 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L6 = (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , h6 ). Original
value of L6 is zero. Adversary A1 inputs (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ). If (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , h6 )
has been in L6 , algorithm B directly outputs h6 for adversary A1 . Otherwise,
algorithm B randomly selects h6 ∈ Zq∗ . It puts (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , h6 ) into list L6
and outputs h6 to adversary A1 .
• H7 inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list L7 = (ID1 , ID2 , T, h7 ). Original value
of L6 is zero. Adversary A1 inputs (ID1 , ID2 , T ). If L7 = (ID1 , ID2 , T, h7 )
has been in L7 , algorithm B directly outputs h7 for adversary A1 . Otherwise,
algorithm B randomly selects h7 ∈ Zq∗ . It puts L7 = (ID1 , ID2 , T, h7 ) into list
L7 and outputs h7 to adversary A1 .
• User generation inquiry. Algorithm B maintains a list
Luser = (ID1 , P K2 , SK1 , Cert1 , µ1 ). Original value of Luser is zero. Adversary
A1 inputs (ID1 ). Algorithm B executes the followings:
if (ID1 , P K2 , SK1 , Cert1 , µ1 ) has been in Luser , algorithm B directly outputs
P K1 for adversary A1 . Otherwise, if 1 = θ, algorithm B randomly selects vθ , µθ ∈
Zq∗ , computes P Kθ = (g vθ , g µθ ). Let SKθ = vθ . It puts (IDθ , P Kθ , SKθ , ⊥
, µθ ) into list Luser and outputs P Kθ to adversary A1 . Otherwise, algorithm
B randomly selects (v1 , t1 , h1 ∈ Zq∗ ). Compute P K1 = (g v1 , g t1 , gq−h1 ). Let
SK1 = v1 and Cert1 = t1 . It puts (ID1 , P K1 , h1 ) and (ID1 , P K1 , SK1 , Cert1 , ⊥)
into L1 and Luser respectively. Output P K1 to adversary A1 .
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• Private key inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity ID1 . Algorithm B gets record
(ID1 , P K1 , SK1 , Cert1 , µ1 ) from list Luser and outputs SK1 to adversary A1 .
• Certification inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity ID1 . If ID1 = IDθ , then
algorithm B exists this game. Otherwise, algorithm B gets record
(ID1 , P K1 , SK1 , Cert1 , µ1 ) from list Luser and outputs Cert1 to adversary A1 .
• Re-encryption key inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity (ID1 , ID2 ). If ID1 =
IDθ , then algorithm B exists this game. Otherwise, algorithm B gets record
(ID1 , P K1 , SK1 , Cert1 , µ1 ) and (ID2 , P K2 , SK2 , Cert2 , µ2 ) from list Luser and
executes algorithm ReKeyGen(sps, ID1 , P K1 , SK1 , Cert1 , ID2 , P K2 ) to generate re-encryption key RK1→2 for adversary A1 .
• Re-encryption inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity (ID1 , ID2 , C10 = (C1 , C2 , C3 ,
C4 , C5 , )). Algorithm B firstly verifies that whether g C5 = C4 (C1 )σ .
Where σ = H6 (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ). If this equation is true, then ciphertext C10 is
invalid. Algorithm B refuses this inquiry. If it is true, then B does the following
operation.
If ID1 = IDθ , algorithm B searches the record (ID1 , P K1 , M, λ, h3 ) from list L3 ,
0
meanwhile, C1 = g h3 , C2 = λ ⊕ H4 (((g1 )h1 P K11 (P Kl2 )hl )h3 ), C3 = M ⊕ H5 (λ),
h1 = H1 (ID1 , P K1 ) and h01 = H2 (ID1 , P K1 , g1 ). If this record is nonexistence,
algorithm B refuses this inquiry. Otherwise, B firstly inquiries H7 (ID1 , ID2 ,
0
((g1 )h2 P K21 (P K22 )h2 )SK1 ) to get h7 , where h2 = H1 (ID2 ,
0
P K2 ), h02 = H2 (ID2 , P K2 , g1 ). Then it computes C10 = ((g1 )h1 P K11 (P K22 )h1 )h3 hτ 1
and outputs re-encryption ciphertext C2 = (ID1 , C10 , C2 , C3 ).
Otherwise, B firstly does re-encryption key inquiry for (ID1 , ID2 ) and gets reencryption key RKi→2 , then it executes re-encryption algorithm
ReEncryption(sps,
C1 , RKi→2 ) to generate re-encryption ciphertext C2 . B sends it to adversary A1 .
• Decryption inquiry. Adversary A1 inputs identity (ID1 , C1 ). Algorithm B does
the following operation.
If ID1 = IDθ , and C10 = (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , ) is an original ciphertext. Algorithm
B firstly verifies that whether g C5 = C4 (C1 )σ . Where σ = H6 (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ). If
this equation is true, then ciphertext C10 is invalid. Algorithm B refuses this inquiry. Otherwise, algorithm B searches the record (ID1 , P K1 , M, λ, h3 ) from list
0
L3 , meanwhile, C1 = g h3 , C2 = λ⊕H4 (((g1 )h1 P K11 (P Kl2 )hl )h3 ), C3 = M ⊕H5 (λ),
h1 = H1 (ID1 , P K1 ) and h01 = H2 (ID1 , P K1 , g1 ). If this record is existence, algorithm B refuses this inquiry. Otherwise, B outputs M (as the decryption of
ciphertext C1 ) to adversary A1 .
If ID1 6= IDθ , B knows private key and certification of identity ID1 , it executes
decryption algorithm to decrypt ciphertext C1 .
3. Challenge stage. Adversary A1 outputs identity IDch and two same length plaintexts
(M0 , M1 ) to start challenge. If IDch 6= IDθ , B stops the game. Otherwise, B
randomly selects γ ∈ 0, 1, C2∗ ∈ 0, 1l , C3∗ ∈ 0, 1n and C5∗ , h∗6 ∈ Zq∗ . Let C1∗ = g b .
∗

∗

Compute C4∗ = g C5 (C1∗ )−h6 . Then it adds (C1∗ , C2∗ , C3∗ , C4∗ , h∗5 ) into list L6 and outputs
Cch = (C1∗ , C2∗ , C3∗ , C4∗ , C5∗ ) (as ciphertext of Mγ ) to adversary A1 .
0
Obviously, decryption of ciphertext Cch is C3∗ ⊕ C2∗ ⊕ H4 ((C1∗ )SKθ hθ +Certθ = C3∗ ⊕
0
C2∗ ⊕ H4 ((g b )µθ +vθ hθ +ahθ . Where b = H3 (IDθ , P Kθ , Mγ ,
λ∗ ), λ∗ ∈ 0, 1l , hθ = H1 (IDθ , P Kθ ), h0θ = H1 (IDθ , P Kθ , g1 )
4. Second stage inquiry. It is similar to stage1. The limit is that adversary A1 cannot
inquiry certification of challenge identity IDch . For any identity, IDU 6= IDch .
Adversary A1 cannot do re-encryption key inquiry for (IDch , IDU ) and decryption
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inquiry for (IDch , Cch ) and (IDder , Cder ). Where Cder is the output of re-encryption
inquiry (IDch , IDder , Cch ).
5. Guess stage. Adversary A1 outputs the guess γ 0 of γ. B ignores the guess of
0
A1 and randomly selects a record (S, h4 ), computes T = (S/(g b )µθ +vθ hθ )1/hθ . If
0
S = (g b )µθ +vθ hθ +ahθ , then T = g ab . Therefore, algorithm B with a non-negligible
advantage can solve the CDH problem in G1 .
5.2. Performance evaluation. We make a comparison to PRCE scheme[11] and CBCPR
scheme[16] with our new scheme. Supposing that bilinear pairings in this scheme is
e : G × G → GT . GT is bilinear target group. Table1 is the computation complexity
with different schemes. Where symbols p, eT , e and h denote bilinear pairings operation,
exponential operation in GT , exponential operation in G and Hash operation. Their coefficients are operation numbers. From the table, we can know that our new scheme needs
the least operation time. In addition, it has the optimal encryption results.
Table 1. Performance comparison with different schemes
Stage
Encryption
ReKeyGen
ReEnryption
Deryption1
Deryption2
ReEnryp. key
Original

PRCE scheme
2p + eT + 3e + 2h
2p + eT + 3e + 3h
6p + 2h
3p + 2eT + 3e + 2h
5p + eT + 2e + 2h
3|G|

CBCPR scheme
3p + eT + 3e + 2h
2p + eT + 4e + 3h
4p + h
4p + 3e + 2h
4p + eT + 2e + h
|GT | + 3|G|

3|G| + n + 2l

2|GT | + 2|G| + n + l

ciphertext.

2|G | + 3|G| + n + l |GT | + 3|G| + n + 2l
ReEnryp. ciphertext. T

New scheme
4e
2e
3e
3e
4e
|Zq∗ |
2|GT | + |Zq∗ | +
n+l
|G| + 2n + l

6. Conclusions. In this paper, we propose a proxy re-encryption scheme based on elliptic
curve group. This new scheme can meet indistinguishable against adaptively chosenciphertext attacks in random oracle model. We also give security proof and efficiency
analysis in this paper. And comparison with other proxy re-encryption schemes shows
that our scheme has high efficiency. In the future, we will study more advanced reencryption schemes taking communication cost between authorized user and proxy into
consideration.
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